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awarding the
champions of nature
toftigers celebrates inclusive conservation with its
wildlife tourism awards 2018

O

n the United Nations’ World Tourism Day this
year, 27th September 2018, TOFTigers, in
association with Sanctuary Nature Foundation,
celebrated and rewarded those leading from the
front in sustainable eco-tourism initiatives in India
and Nepal. Inclusive Conservation – People and
Wildlife was the chosen theme for the 5th edition of
the TOFTigers Wildlife Tourism Awards held at the
British High Commissioner’s Residence in New Delhi.
The well-attended gala dinner highlighted the efforts
of individuals, businesses, service providers and
community enterprises in the nature tourism sector –
those who are pioneering new ways to support and
inspire wildlife conservation, engage local communities
and help the restoration of wildlife habitats through
their vision, drive and actions. A recent study initiated
by TOFTigers and BAAVAN on The Value of Wildlife
Tourism around Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve in
Rajasthan for Wildlife Conservation and Local
Communities was also released during the event.
The Winners and Runners Up for 2018
• Wildlife Tourism Related Community Initiative of
the Year 2018
Winner Jatayu Vulture Restaurant, Nepal
The brainchild of D.B. Chaudhary, a local naturalist and
lodge manager, Jatayu Vulture Restaurant is the first
community-managed vulture restoration project in the
buffer zone of Nepal’s Chitwan National Park.
Runner Up Tora Eco Resort & Life Experience Centre,
Sundarbans, West Bengal
• The Billy Arjan Singh Memorial Award Wildlife
Guide of the Year 2018
Winner Ramkali Dhurway, Kanha Tiger Reserve,
Madhya Pradesh
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A guide at the Mukki gate since 2011, she is one of
Kanha’s most sought-after guides for her in-depth
knowledge of the park’s flora and fauna, and her
unrivalled ability to narrate their stories.
Runner Up Ramrao Sakharam Nehare, Tadoba Andhari
Tiger Reserve, Maharashtra
• Wildlife and Tourism Award of the Year 2018
Winner Snow Leopard Conservancy India Trust,
Ladakh
The Snow Leopard Conservancy India Trust began
conceptualising village home stays as immersive nature
tourism experiences in 2003 to support the conservation
of endangered snow leopards. The Ladakhi villages of
Ulay and Rumbak are now two of the best places in the
world to sight these once-elusive creatures.
Runner Up Terra Conscious, Goa
• Lodge Naturalist of the Year 2018
Winner Siddarth Biniwale, Reni Pani Jungle Lodge,
Satpura Tiger reserve, MP
A geologist by education, Biniwale is passionate about
bird watching and camera-trapping photography.
Going beyond his duties as a naturalist at the lodge, he
monitors water holes in the buffer zone of the reserve
and coordinates with the forest department to ensure
that they are well-maintained.
Runner Up Uday Patel, Courtyard House, Kanha Tiger
Reserve, Madhya Pradesh
• The John Wakefield Memorial Award for Most
inspirational Eco lodge of the Year 2018
Joint Winner Khem Villas, Ranthambhore Tiger
Reserve, Rajasthan
Khem Villas is set in 25 acres of once-barren and

overgrazed land just 15 km from Sawai Madhophur
town. Owned and managed by Dr. Goverdhan Rathore
and his wife Usha, the lodge is home to over 180 bird
species, 45 species of butterflies, a host of mammals
and 30 species of native trees. They also practice water
harvesting, energy efficiency and kitchen gardening.
Joint Winner Tiger Tops Tharu Lodge, Chitwan
National Park, Nepal
Tiger Tops set the framework for responsible tourism
almost six decades ago – and still holds on to the same
values.
Runner Up Dhole’s Den, Bandipur National
Park, Karnataka
• Up and Coming Excellence in
Nature Award 2018
Winner Red Earth Resort, Kabini, Karnataka
Owned and run by Ravi Parameswaran and his
wife Rachel, Red Earth is a carefully-crafted eco-lodge
built on 10 acres of a once-barren peninsula jutting
into the Kabini dam. Today, it is a completely-restored
area that hosts a variety of wildlife with extensive
tree cover.
Runner up Flame of the Forest Safari Lodge, Kanha
Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh
• International Tour Operator Of The Year 2018
Winner All for Nature, Netherlands
Founder Annemiek Van Gijn started this Dutch
business to support wildlife conservation over
eight years ago. Her very real commitment to drive
responsible travel and support for nature manifests
itself in a host of way.
Runners Up Greaves Travel, UK
Natural World Safaris, UK
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Nominations Open for the Very Best in Wildlife and Nature Tourism in 2018
TOFTigers launches the 5th TOFTigers Wildlife Tourism Awards 2018, this year’s theme being ‘Inclusive
Conservation – People and Wildlife’. The Awards aim to highlight and reward the very best in the nature
and wildlife tourism field; those individuals, business owners, eco-entrepreneurs, service providers and
community enterprises and wildlife protectors who are leading the way in wilderness destinations in the
Indian subcontinent. Each in their own way will be pioneering new ways to support and inspire wildlife
conservation, engage local communities and help restoration of wildlife habitat through their vision, drive
and actions.
There are nine categories of awards:
1. The John Wakefield Memorial Award for Most Inspirational Eco Lodge of the Year 2018
2. Up and Coming Excellence for Nature Award 2018
3. The Billy Arjan Singh Memorial Award for Best Wildlife Guide of the Year 2018
(prize - INR 25,000)
4. Lodge Naturalist of the Year 2018
(prize - INR 25,000)
5. Visitor Friendly Wildlife Destination of the Year 2018
(prize - INR 75,000 worth of kit or equipment to be used in tiger protection/conservation)
6. Wildlife Promotion Company of the Year 2018
7. Wildlife Tourism Related Community Initiative of the Year 2018
(prize - INR 50,000)
8. Wildlife and Tourism Initiative of the Year 2018
(prize - INR 50,000 towards equipment/services for the benefit of the community)
9. International Wildlife Tour Operator of the Year 2018
The Awards are run by the nature stewardship alliance charity TOFTigers in association with Sanctuary
Nature Foundation. Nomination forms and further information are available at
http://toftigers.org/WildlifeTourismAwards or from awards@toftindia.org. Travellers and travel trade can
vote on their best nature experiences from 1 May.
For further information or photos contact: Shiela Chopra +91 11 4100 6608 (awards@toftindia.org)

awards@toftindia.org
www.toftigers.org/WildlifeTourismAwards
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5th TOFTigers Wildlife Tourism Awards highlights the success story of Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve
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Industry hopeful of achieving 20 mn
foreign tourists in next 3-4 years
The biggest challenge we have been facing so far is the lack of the infrastructure at our key tourism destinations

T

he recently concluded Indian
Association Tour Operators’s annual
conclave delved deep on the Ministry
of Tourism’s target of welcoming 20
million foreign tourists in the next 3-4 years
through a panel discussion. Moderated by
Arjun Sharma, Chairman, Select Group, the
panellists included Rashmi Verma, Union
Tourism Secretary; Nakul Anand, Chairman,
FAITH & Executive Director, ITC; E M Najeeb,
Senior Vice President, IATO & CMD, ATE Group
and Rani George, Secretary, Kerala Tourism.
Throwing a question to Anand, Sharma
asked that keeping the hotel and aviation
infrastructure constrain in mind do you think
that the infrastructure will support us in our
journey from 10 mn to 20 mn? Responding to
this, Anand candidly said that welcoming 20
mn foreign tourists is very much possible. “If
we touch 11.4 mn in 2018, it is very easy for
us to touch 20 mn mark in the next 3-4 years.
Any country which has crossed 30 mn tourists,
60 per cent of those tourists have come from
the same region. There are 140 bn dollar
worth of regional travel within South East Asia
region,” Anand said and added that we have
products that they do not have. “Buddhism is
one part of this and a lot of these countries
follow Buddhism. However, there are some
challenges. If South East Asia is the region we
are going to focus on then our benchmark
should be this region. Our entire strategy and
advertising must be focused on South East
Asia. The average taxation in SE Asia is 4.8 per
cent where in India is around 19 per cent.,” he
said.

(L-R) Arjun Sharma; Rashmi Verma; Nakul Anand; E M Najeeb and Rani George
Talking on capacity, Anand said that today
India is catering to 10 million foreign tourists.
He informed that the countrywide occupancy
of the hotels is between 60-62 per cent
which can go upto 84-85 per cent. “We have
the capacity today to go to 15-16 mn. With
a little bit more of effort, we can manage
the 20 million. We need to have 360 degree
approach that 20 million is our target and in
the next five years this is what this industry
needs to achieve,” he said advising that we
have to get out of the mind that India is still a
long haul destination.
Agreeing with Anand, Verma said that
we can all agree that 20 mn is achievable
provided we adopt a specific strategies. “We
were never focused on SE Asia market. Lately,
we have changed our strategy to this market.
We have adopted three pronged strategies :
G2G, B2B and B2C. If we have to get numbers

from China, it cannot happen if we do not
have good government to government
relation. India was completely taken out
of Chinese tour operators brochure during
Doklam standoff last year. We need to work
on those micro details on how to get India
back in their brochure. Now, through India
mission, we are reaching out to the Chinese
market. Our marketing strategy is also now
focused on SE Asia, China, Japan and Russia.
We need to focus more on our neighbors
because it is intra regional tourists which can
bring the number while continuing to focus
on our traditional market,” Verma informed
and added that if we have to get 20 million
the big question is what should be the model
to get additional 10 mn and where to keep
them and where to take them. “The biggest
challenge we have been facing so far is the
lack of the infrastructure at our key tourism

TOFTigers launches new
research study on Ranthambhore
The report also set out a summary of the challenges that the park still faces to
ensure a sustainable future

T

OFTigers
charity
and
Baavan
launched a new research study on
Ranthambhore at the TOFTigers
Wildlife Tourism Awards recently. The
research highlights its remarkable success
over the fifteen years - since the threats of
extinction of its main attraction, the tiger, at
the start of the millennium.
The park has both raising the tiger
numbers to a total of close to 70 individual
wild tigers spread across more restored
natural habitat than ever before, as well as
exciting an increasing number of visitors
each year, without any impact on the wild
cat numbers.
Today, this famous Tiger reserve is
effectively self-sufficient, earning more
money from park entrance fees nearly Rs 9.7
crore in 2016/17 than given to it by both the
state and central government and its visitors
aid the rural economy of Sawai Madhopur
to the tune of Rs 217.2 crore per annum in
lodgings and services, making it a crucial
economy to the whole region and to the
State Government. It employs over 2200 in
hospitality services alone.
As the report’s main author, well known
Tiger ecologist, Raghu Chundawat states,
“This is a great conservation success story.
Tigers are doing really well, and tourism
is being a positive benefit in ensuring its
success. It highlights the fact that unlike the
usual negative perception of tourism, it is in
fact an important conservation tool, creating
funds for park protection, generating

sustainable jobs and new livelihood
opportunity, raising living, health and
educational standards and decreasing forest
dependency - and - best of all - not harming
tigers. Well done to Ranthambhore.”
The report highlights that nature tourism
is recognised as one of the United Nations
Sustainable Development tools, and the
study goes onto show that 70 per cent of
the jobs created are from local community
(or 90 per cent if you include the whole
Rajasthan state) and 55 per cent of all
tourism revenues stay within the local area.
Furthermore locally owned enterprises, like
transport, and retail units who live within
the sphere of this industry generate four
times more revenue than those same one’s
in non-tourism areas, highlighting that the
old argument - that nature tourism only
benefits the rich and its visitors - is simply
not correct, and such nature based tourism

can ensure a nature friendly neighbourhood
on the borders of parks.
Julian Matthews, Chairman, TOFTigers
said, “The report further illustrates that
nature tourism is increasingly important as
a job creator, a rural livelihood opportunity
and a powerful wildlife and conservation
tool. This study comes at an opportune time
when the government is looking at a new
ecotourism policy to help communities and
parks. The authorities in Ranthambhore
deserve our wholehearted congratulations.”
However, the report also set out a
summary of the challenges that the park still
faces to ensure a sustainable future for both
people and wildlife in the area, and ensure
the enormous benefits can be enjoyed by
more and more rural communities bordering
parks and wildernesses across South Asia
over the coming years.
- Team T3

destinations,” she said and added that India’s
tourism infrastructure is improving.
Najeeb advised to form a body like NITI
Aayog or National Tourism Advisory Council
which will have focus to push the tourism
growth. Responding to this, Verma said
there is no magic wand through which the
National Tourism Advisory Board can take
us to 20 million. “Today, both government
and industry is working together and trying
to come out with strategies through which
we can achieve numbers. It is not the lack of
institutional mechanism or platform which is
keeping us away from the magical number.
We also have a Group of Secretaries headed
by the Cabinet Secretary. We need to work
in collaboration with our sister ministries
and we have good mechanism in place,” she
said and added that however we do need
some autonomy and freedom and a platform
where the government and industry can
work together for working out the strategies.
“There is an advisory council but without any
financial power,” she said.
Verma also opined that there is a need to
have different national level strategy. “Tourism
should be led by private sector. Most of
challenges that we are facing is that industry
is not so proactive to take tourism forward. If
we have to get the number, the private sector
has to lead. We can only be the facilitator,” she
said. George also opined that tourism has to
be driven by private sector and said that the
success of Kerala Tourism is due to proactive
private sector.
- Murari Mohan Jha

DoNER launches
NE Tourism app

U

nion Minister of State (I/C) for
Development of North Eastern Region
(DoNER), MoS PMO, Personnel, Public
Grievances & Pensions, Atomic Energy and
Space, Jitendra Singh recently launched the
Northeast Tourism app developed by young
start-up in New Delhi. He said that the fasttrack progress in providing connectivity
to distant areas in the region has inspired
tourists from far and wide to look forward to
Northeast as a favourite holiday destination.
In addition, he said, the Ministry of
DoNER undertook a campaign showcasing
Northeast across the country, which has also
generated interest among potential tourists.
According to him, Northeast tourism has
reached new heights in the last four years
and this has been possible because of special
thrust and impetus given by the Union
government, with the direct indulgence of
the PM Narendra Modi.
Singh pointed out that some of the
Northeast destinations like Gangtok, Sikkim
and Shillong have started attracting such
heavy rush of tourists that during the last
two years, there have been occasions when
tourists were advised by the tour-operators
to postpone their trip by a few days till the
rush weaned away. Not only this, he said,
“Home Tourism” has picked up in a big
way, resulting in new avenues of livelihood
for the local populace, including the youth.
The Majuli Island in Assam, Singh
informed, is being developed as a World
Heritage tourist resort and several scenic
spots in Arunachal Pradesh have suddenly
come into focus because now there is a rail
link with Arunachal Pradesh and soon an
Airport will also come up at Itanagar.
-Team T3

THE FUTURE'S NOT AN OPTION :

IT HAS TO BE GREEN
Julian Matthews, Chairman, TOFTigers
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The future’s not an option: it has to be green
v B JULIAN MATTHEWS, CHAIRMAN, TOFTIGERS
Y

Let’s cut to the chase. The
World Economic Forum’s latest
report recognises that India is
ranked 6th for its number of natural World Heritage sites – yet theattractiveness of its overallnatural
assets is a disappointing 113th, a
‘gap’ that ensures that tourism, a
critical conservation tool is not
prioritized by governments or supported significantly enough by private enterprises, even though it’s
one of the 5T’s in the Government’s own National Development Strategy. Worse than this is
the fact that this same report rates
India’s environmental sustainability in Travel and Tourism at 134th
in the world, with only Kuwait
and a war-torn Yemen below it.
This is a shocking place for a

major powerhouse to find itself
and highlights the reason why nature tourism charity TOFTigers
campaigns so hard on sustainability in this sector. It’s also why
tools that allow us to encourage,
monitor, assess and highlight the
very best, like TOFTigers’PUG
eco-friendly kitemark and the
TOFTigers Wildlife Travel Awards
make so much sense.
Sustainability in business is no
longer an optional extra. It is fundamental for all travel and tourism
going forward. We can’t wait for
governments – we need to act individually and collectively now.
Now for the good news. Despite
these negative statistics, nature
tourism is winning a fight, even if
we have not yet won the war. Na-

Banjara
Restaurant comes to
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ture based travel is turning the tide
on wildlife conservation and on
the tiger’s survival across South
Asia. From a low of 1400 wild
tigers in a few denuded reserves at
the turn of this century, when both
domestic and International
tourism was small, we now officially have over 2400 wild tigers
in India and growing numbers in
Nepal too.

serve Mumbai

Enjoy the delicacies of Karnataka in
Mumbai as the 25-year-old restaurant
of Bengaluru, 'Banjara', opens its
doors in Andheri East in Mumbai. A
property of Goldfinch Hotel from
MRG Group, the Multi-cuisine
restaurant offers a delicious spread of
Indian, Chinese and Mediterranean
fare.
Derived from the Tulu dialect
widely spoken in South Karnataka,
“Banjara” literally means ‘a satiated
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stomach’. True to its name the upscale fine dining restaurant offers an
array of traditionally cooked Indian
dishes with particular emphasis on
flavor along with a selection of beverages, making it one of the finest
haunts for food aficionados. The
scrumptious menu comprises of specialties like Matka Biryani, Crab Malvani Masala, Chicken Pesto Salads,
Irish Money Boxteys to name a few.
by TNH DESK

